Tau-mediated process outgrowth is differentially altered by the expression of MAP2b and MAP2c in Sf9 cells.
It is well documented that the MAPs, MAP2 and tau, play pivotal roles in neurite outgrowth. Several isoforms of MAP2 and tau are coexpressed in neurons, suggesting that the pattern of neurite outgrowth results from a functional equilibrium among these isoforms. In the present study, by coexpressing two of these MAPs at the same time in Sf9 cells, we demonstrated that tau-mediated process outgrowth is affected differently by MAP2b and MAP2c. MAP2b impairs tau ability to induce process outgrowth. Tau affects MAP2c capacity to induce the formation of multiple processes. There is evidence that actin microfilaments (F-actin) are involved in the elaboration of tau-mediated process outgrowth in Sf9 cells. We compared the effects of MAP2b and MAP2c with the effects of tau on F-actin distribution and stability in Sf9 cells. In MAP2b- and MAP2c-expressing cells with processes, F-actin was redistributed. However, in MAP2b-expressing cells without processes, the distribution of F-actin appears to be similar to the one in wild-type infected cells. Collectively, these results indicate that MAP2b could impair the ability of MAP2c and tau to redistribute F-actin in Sf9 cells, thereby decreasing their capacity to induce process formation. Furthermore, MAP2b and MAP2c patterns of process outgrowth were differentially modified by depolymerization of F-actin by cytochalasin D (CD). As previously reported for tau-expressing cells, the MAP2b-expressing cells developed a higher number of processes per cell and a higher number of cells presented processes in the presence of CD. However, the number of cells with multiple processes was lower in MAP2b-expressing cells than in tau-expressing cells treated with CD at 24 h postinfection. This suggests that MAP2b exerts an effect on F-actin stability at an earlier stage of infection than tau. MAP2c had also some stabilizing effects on F-actin at an early stage of infection, since the percentage of cells presenting one process was similar to the nontreated cells. Therefore, MAP2b seems to have less capacity than MAP2c to redistribute F-actin but, nonetheless, both of these MAP2 isoforms exert a stabilizing effect on F-actin at an early stage of infection. Finally, by modifying phosphorylation we showed that MAP2c capacity to induce multiple processes is related to protein phosphorylation in Sf9 cells. Therefore, the differential effect of MAP2c and MAP2b on process outgrowth seems also to depend on protein phosphorylation.